Addendum 1

October 21, 2014

PON-14-501

Advanced Natural Gas Engine Ignition Systems Research

The purpose of this addendum is to revise Application Manual as follows:

1. Page 1 – Under Section B. Key Words/Terms, IOU – deleted Southern California Edison and added Southern California Gas Company.

The purpose of this addendum is to revise Attachment 7 as follows:

2. Attachment 7 “Advanced Natural Gas Engine Ignition Systems Research” text in footer changed to “Natural Gas Grant Program”

3. Att B-2 Category Summary Amount of funds to California based Entities (CBEs), Unlocked for editing

4. Att B-2 Category Summary Sheet Protected

5. Att B-4 Prime Non-Labor Rates, Under Base Calculation for Non-Labor Categories – Formatted boxes to fit within cells

6. Att B-4a Sub#1 Non-Labor Rates, Under Base Calculation for Non-Labor Categories – Formatted boxes to fit within cells

7. Att B-4b Sub#2 Non-Labor Rates, Under Base Calculation for Non-Labor Categories – Formatted boxes to fit within cells

8. Att B-4b Sub#2 Non-Labor Rates Sheet Protected

9. Att B-4c Sub#3 Non-Labor Rates, Under Base Calculation for Non-Labor Categories – Formatted boxes to fit within cells

10. Att B-4c Sub#3 Non-Labor Rates Sheet Protected
11. Att B-4d Sub#4 Non-Labor Rates, Under Base Calculation for Non-Labor Categories – Formatted boxes to fit within cells

12. Att B-4d Sub#4 Non-Labor Rates Sheet Protected

13. Att B-5 Direct Operating Expenses Sheet Protected
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